Ireland needs to halve its carbon emissions by 2030

The road forward

- A 10% reduction in car journeys fuelled by petrol or diesel
- Get 945,000 Electric Vehicles on the road
- 500,000 additional daily walking, cycling and public transport journeys

What is the Government doing?

- €360m annual investment in walking and cycling infrastructure
- Up to €10k in supports to buy an Electric Vehicle
- Rail and bus electrification to reduce reliance on fossil fuels
- Connecting Ireland’s rural mobility plan - improving public transport outside major cities and towns
- Investing in accessible and reliable public transport
  - Bus Connects, Cork Commuter Rail, Dart +, Metrolink
- Young Adult Travel Card reducing cost of public transport by 50%

What can you do?

- Make your journey an active one - walk or cycle
- Use public transport
- Consider switching to an Electric Vehicle
- Take ONE less car journey per week

#ClimateActionIRL